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Abstract The purpose of this study was to develop a

quantitative skin impedance test that could be used to

diagnose spinal cord injury (SCI) if any, especially in

unconscious and/or non-cooperative SCI patients. To

achieve this goal, initially skin impedance of the sensory

key points of the dermatomes (between C3 and S1 bilat-

erally) was measured in 15 traumatic SCI patients (13

paraplegics and 2 tetraplegics) and 15 control subjects. In

order to classify impedance values and to observe whether

there would be a significant difference between patient and

subject impedances, an artificial neural network (ANN)

with back-propagation algorithm was employed. Valida-

tion results of the ANN showed promising performance. It

could classify traumatic SCI patients with a success rate of

73%. By assessing the experimental protocols and the

validation results, the proposed method seemed to be a

simple, objective, quantitative, non-invasive and non-

expensive way of assessing SCI in such patients.
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Introduction

Spinal cord injury (SCI), fortunately, has a very low

incidence ranging between 6 and 56 per million population

[7, 10, 12]. In order to diagnose and assess the level of SCI,

clinical neurological examination technique has been

widely used by clinicians for years. However, in recent

years, a few studies were carried out to assess the level and

severity of SCI in quantitative manner [8, 9, 13, 15, 16].

Main motivation of these studies was the relative sub-

jectivity of clinical neurological examination in the

assessment and monitoring of neurological changes in

patients with SCI [11]. For this purpose, Savic et al. [15]

aimed to develop a quantitative sensory test (QST) by

using electrical stimulation in patients with SCI. They

concluded that electrical perceptual threshold was a sim-

ple, reproducible QST that could assess both the level and

the severity of SCI. In addition to this study, vibration and

thermal sensation thresholds [6, 9, 13] and somatosensory

and motor-evoked potentials [3] have been suggested

as useful additions to clinical testing in evaluating

SCI. Nicotra and Ellaway [13] used thermal perception

thresholds to investigate whether QST was able to reveal

subclinical deficits at the neurological level of the lesion in

subjects with chronic SCI. Despite their promising results,

their techniques needed feedback from patients and

thus could only be applied to conscious and cooperative

patients.

Following SCI, various changes occur throughout the

body especially below the level of the injured spinal cord.

These are mostly sensory, motor and vegetative system

changes [17]. These types of changes may be utilized to

diagnose SCI, to determine the level and the degree of SCI

and to monitor the neurological changes that would occur

in patients with SCI [13, 15].
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The purpose of this study was to investigate whether the

electrical conductivity of skin tissue was affected by SCI.

If so, a method which could be used to diagnose SCI in a

quantitative manner would be developed. The main

advantage of this technique would be its applicability to

unconscious and non-cooperative SCI patients with more

objectivity. In order to achieve this goal, skin impedances

of SCI patients and control subjects were measured, com-

pared and these impedance values were classified by using

a neural network.

Materials and methods

Subjects and methods

Patients with traumatic SCI and control subjects aged

between 18 and 55 years were included into the study. The

subjects were given sufficient information about the

experiments and their informed consents were taken. They

were all evaluated by history and physical examination

according to The International Standards for Neurological

Classification of SCI, American Spinal Injury Association

(ASIA), and International Spinal Cord Society (ISCoS)

[11].

Skin impedance of the sensory key points was measured

in 15 control subjects and in 15 SCI patients (13 paraple-

gics and 2 tetraplegics), between C3 and S1 bilaterally. The

impedances were measured in all dermatomes except C2

(because of hair), L1-3 and S2-5 (because of the refusal of

the control subjects). According to the aforementioned

booklet of ASIA and ISCoS, 10 pairs of key muscles and

28 pairs of sensory key points were evaluated and the

neurological level, completeness and the classification of

SCI were determined. For the patients, inclusion criteria

were determined as traumatic SCI and both gender; how-

ever the exclusion criteria were determined for patients

with any other neurological disorder than SCI and also

non-traumatic SCI.

Experimental set-up

In order to find out the real impedance value of the human

skin, a skin–electrode impedance model presented in Fig. 1

was used for mathematical calculations. Similar circuit

models for skin–electrode interface were used in literature

[1, 2, 4]. In this model, the skin was represented by pure

resistance and capacitance, total resistance of the elec-

trodes was shown by a resistance connected in parallel with

a capacitance and liquid gel was represented as a

resistance.

The mathematical equation of this model is presented in

Eq. 1, which clearly indicates that for DC currents the

model might lead to some misleading results due to the

stray capacitance and resistance of electrodes. In this case

the real skin resistance might be well below the measured

value. The total impedance can be defined as,

Z¼ R2
eXr
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where Z is the total impedance,Rs is the resistance of the

skin and S is the resistance of the gel. Re and Ce simulate

the transient resistance and the stray capacitance of the

electrodes respectively. Xr and Xs represent the transient

reactance of electrodes and the transient reactance of the

skin respectively.

In order to obtain an accurate value of the skin resis-

tance, AC current with a frequency of 200 Hz was used,

which reduced the error in calculating the real skin resis-

tance with respect to the measured value. Obviously,

increasing the frequency reduced the reactance of the stray

capacitance and hence decreased the total impedance of the

parallel circuit which simulated the electrode–skin con-

nection of the test subjects. At higher frequencies stray

capacitance behaved as short circuit and the contact

resistance became negligible values. However due to the

capacitive nature of the human skin, increasing the fre-

quency also reduced the measured total skin impedance

and hence might lead to some misleading results. Two

hundred Hertz was selected as an acceptable frequency

with minimal distortion and high accuracy. Two self

adhesive electrodes were placed on the skin of the test

group and an AC signal with the amplitude of 2 V was

applied. The type of the electrodes was electrocardiography

(ECG) electrodes (Unomedical, Unilect). In order to pre-

vent the deterioration of adhesiveness of electrodes which

would have affected the skin–electrode impedance, each

electrode was only used for once. The distance between the

centers of the electrodes was 3 cm. A portable multimeter

was placed between one of the electrodes and frequency

generator and current values were recorded for each subject

respectively (Fig. 2). Since at this frequency the measured

impedance (Z), which in fact is a combination of the skin

Re Re

Ce Ce

S

Electrode 1 Skin Electrode 2 

2 V, 200 Hz

Rs

Cs

Fig. 1 Electrical equivalent circuit of the skin–electrode impedance

model
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resistance and capacitance, electrode resistance and

capacitance, resistance of the conducting gel etc., was close

to the real resistance (Rs), further calculations were not

made to define the skin resistance.

Artificial neural networks

The artificial neural network (ANN) used in this study had

one input layer, two hidden layers, and one output layer

(Fig. 3). The input array was constituted from skin

impedances and target array was constituted from array of

ones (denoted patients) and zeros (denoted subjects).

Impedance values of three patients and three subjects

were randomly chosen and used to train the network. The

whole of other measures, which were not used during

training stage, were employed for validation. Training and

test sets were randomly changed for cross validation and

performance test was repeated 50 times.

In the network model, one input layer, two hidden lay-

ers, and one output layer having 10, 5, 10, and 1 neurons

were used respectively. Log-sigmoid transfer function was

employed as the transfer function, which was used for

calculations between the neurons during the training pro-

cess. Back-propagation feed-forward algorithm was chosen

for the training process. Number of the epoch was limited

to 500 for the learning stage of the network. The number of

the neurons and epoch, type of the transfer function and

training algorithm used in this network were determined in

an adaptive manner.

Results

Average and standard deviation (SD) of impedance values

of each subject were represented in Fig. 4, which indicated

that there was no significant difference between the aver-

age values of magnitudes of the patients and the control

group. The maximum and minimum values of the skin

impedances varied between 22 and 190 kX in control

subjects, between 17 and 90 kX in paraplegic SCI patients

and varied between 30 and 350 kX in tetraplegic SCI

patients.

By analyzing the impedance values in a qualitative

manner, a certain correlation between corresponding right

and left dermatomes and repeated assessments were not

found. In addition, distributions of the magnitudes of the

impedances measured from C3 to S1 were irrelevant in

patient and control groups. However, after analyzing the

distribution of the skin impedance values by using a

second order polynomial curve fitting method, strictly

similar curve profiles were observed in paraplegics. It

could be seen from Fig. 5a that the curves of the

impedances of the paraplegic patients had an increasing

inclination beginning from the level of the SCI to the

lower part of the body. In addition to paraplegics, a

certain curve profile could be seen in tetraplegics, namely

the impedance values change slightly throughout all

dermatomes (Fig. 5b). In the control group, a typical

inclination was not observed (Fig. 5c). The impedance

values of the both sides of the representative subjects

could also be seen in Fig. 5.

In order to classify impedance values and to assess the

success of findings as an indicator of SCI in a quantitative

manner, employing the ANN was considered. Comparing

with the number of paraplegic and control subjects, number

of tetraplegic subjects (two patients) was smaller. There-

fore, we took the possibility of failure of the ANN in

learning phase into account and trained and tested the ANN

by using two different data sets. In the first trial (Phase I)

we used the data set including the impedance values of

paraplegic, tetraplegic and control subjects. In the second

trial (Phase II), we excluded data of the tetraplegic subjects

from the input of the training and testing arrays of the ANN

and hence only used the paraplegic and control subjects

data.

In the training and testing stages of the ANN, the

training and test sets were changed 50 times randomly. In

Phase I, the validation result of the ANN was obtained as a

rate of 73% in average. In Phase II, the validation results

were better such as 75.4% in average. A statistical repre-

sentation of the validation results is shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 6a indicates the mean and SD of the errors of the

testing results obtained in the Phase I. In Fig. 6b, the results

for the subjects consisting of paraplegic patients and

Multimeter

electrode 1

electrode 2

Function Generator

Fig. 2 Measurement set-up used for impedance measurements

Hidden
layer I

Target: 0 or 1 

.
.

.
.

.
.Impedance

values

Hidden
layer II 

Input
layer

Output
 layer

Fig. 3 The structure of the ANN utilized for classification of

impedance values
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control group only (Phase II) are given. First, second and

third bars of the each graphs denote the mean and SD of the

errors obtained in patients, in controls and in all of the

subjects, respectively.

A detailed representation of the mean and SD of the

errors can also be seen in Table 1.

Discussion

It is well known that after SCI, atrophy could take place in

all kinds of tissue such as the skin, muscle, tendon, and also

blood circulation could diminish. The hypothesis that

electrical impedance of the skin tissue would be affected by
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SCI, was analyzed in this study. It could be said that by

comparing the impedance values of SCI patients and con-

trol subjects (Fig. 4) a certain change occurred in the

electrical conductivity of the skin after SCI. However, it is

still not well known whether this change occurred in the

superficial skin or deeper tissues yet. Also, it was not so

easy to state that the only electrical property changed in the

skin tissue was the conductivity. As stated before, increasing

the frequency of the test signal reduced the reactance of the

stray capacitances of the test electrodes. However, it was

found that it was difficult to claim that the AC signal was

transferred only on the surface of the skin, in fact it might

penetrate through the skin and travel beneath the skin

through several tissues. A low frequency electrical current

affects superficial tissues whereas a high frequency electrical

current affects deep structures, hence several additional tests

and measurements needed to be done in order to find out

the optimum frequency which minimizes the penetration

effect into the deep tissue and also reduced the capacitive

reactance up to an acceptable level.

Comparing the validation results obtained from Phase I

and Phase II it can be seen that (Table 1), mean and SD

errors of the testing performance in Phase II (24.6 ± 7.2%)

were less than in Phase I (27 ± 5.3%). Due to the incon-

venient and difficult situations in measuring the impedance

values of tetraplegic subjects, inadequate number of test

results has been obtained and hence tetraplegic impedance

values were excluded from the data set (Phase II). In this

case ANN showed a superior performance than in Phase I.

The prediction of the presence of SCI increased from 86.4

to 90% in patients group and from 73 to 75.4% in all

subjects. When excluding the tetraplegic data, the predic-

tion of the absence of the SCI in control groups decreased

from 86.6 to 85.4%. This was because of the lacking of

total data when calculating the average validation rate.

During measurements, the impedance of the skin could

be affected by several factors such as the environmental

temperature, wetness, adhesiveness of the electrodes,

perspiration, presence or absence of hair, etc. Perspiration

as a vegetative system function can directly affect the skin

impedance [5]. An increase in perspiration may lower the

skin resistance considerably. In addition to perspiration,

abrasion of the skin reduces the skin impedance [14].

Therefore in order to measure the skin impedance cor-

rectly, these factors should be taken into account prior to

measurements. However, in this study in order to simulate

the worst case conditions, skin was not prepared artificially

by cleaning and abrasion prior to measurements. Thus

several factors, such as perspiration, humidity, temperature

and skin preparation process could affect success and

accuracy of the impedance measurements.

Future studies would be aimed to improve the perfor-

mance of this technique, to evaluate the validity of the

technique in acute patients and to determine the level of the

SCI only by using a few of test locations in real time

applications. The classification performance of the ANN

can be improved by increasing the number of patients and

controls. Since SCI has a very low incidence and exclusion

criteria were strictly applied, we had difficulty to include

more patients. In addition to this, there seemed to be a need

for minimizing the effects of environmental factors such as

temperature, humidity and pressure. But minimizing the

effects of environmental factors could reduce the advan-

tage of this technique in terms of practical application to

the patients.

Conclusions

As a quantitative SCI diagnosing method, the proposed

technique showed promising performance. The validation

result of the ANN was obtained as a rate of 73% in average.

According to the experimental procedure and results, pro-

posed skin impedance test seemed to be a simple, objective,

quantitative, non-invasive and non-expensive way of assess-

ing the presence of SCI. It could be a useful tool in

determining the existence of SCI if any, especially in

unconscious and non-cooperative patients. It could also be

used for monitoring and research purposes to find out any

natural and/or interventional recovery or deterioration in SCI.
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